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Editorial

Experience
beautiful moments
with water
The new meaning of home
Over the past year, many of us have come to realise the importance
of home providing a place of relaxation and retreat. As a company,
we know we are providing something truly fundamental to our
customers: a home filled with beauty and quality, a place of escape
from the outside world.
Whatever happens, we are – and always will – be by your side.
Innovations to make you feel good
This year, we’re introducing a range of exciting new products that
deliver on our guiding principles: innovation, design, quality
and responsibility. We are able to offer solutions to your every
need, by developing cutting-edge products that suit your lifestyle.
Meet Pulsify, the shower that offers a completely new experience in
any sized bathroom thanks to the innovative PowderRain spray. Or
Finoris, the tap that gives a new freedom of movement in the
bathroom. Innovation continues with the multi-sensory shower
experience RainTunes*, the fun Jocolino children’s shower, the flexible
WallStoris storage system and the RainDrain shower channels.
Designed with you in mind
hansgrohe is a brand for life. Whether you are looking for a moment
of calm or refreshment, every product we make is designed to make
your life easier. Our products are not one-off ideas but comprehensive
solutions, designed to become integral to your everyday life.
It’s this that defines our brand: our focus on you.

* RainTunes is not available worldwide
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The hansgrohe brand

Our principles –
your enjoyment

Driven by innovation
At hansgrohe, your needs come first. As a leading company in our
industry, we are constantly striving to answer the demands of
everyday life with new technical developments in the bathroom and
kitchen.
We believe every part of a product is important. From the look,
functionality and material of a shower, to the sound it makes as water
flows. In our in-house spray laboratory, acoustic experts tirelessly
research the perfect water sound.
This attention to detail is reflected in over 15,000 active patents. The
result for you is simply more comfort and relaxation in your bathroom.

Design –
developing excellence
Elegant functionality appeals to both the heart and mind, and it’s
something you can rely on with hansgrohe. Our products are
consistently award-winning, outlasting fads and instead providing
long-lasting value, whether they are found in your home or a world
famous hotel.
With over 30 years of collaboration with Phoenix Design, hansgrohe
is a design leader within the industry, with more than 600 awards
collected for our achievements.
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Quality – the highest standards
for the longest product life
Install a hansgrohe product, and you know you’ll be able to enjoy it
for years to come. Offering customers the highest quality at all times
is a fundamental part of our philosophy. We have been manufacturing
bathroom and kitchen products for over 120 years, and we are proud
of our intensive quality control processes, practiced around the
world.
We offer a voluntary 5 year guarantee, as well as a guaranteed
15 year parts availability after product discontinuation

* This guarantee applies to all hansgrohe products, with the exception of the products
listed under II b on hansgrohe.com/guarantee.

Taking responsibility –
acting sustainably
We focus on three areas of accountability: responsible management,
social action and ecological awareness. We believe this is the only
way to be successful, both now and in the future.
This is something we put into practice worldwide, and have been
doing so for many years. This includes ensuring we have an
environmentally conscious production process, and mindfully employ
people and other resources.
At Hansgrohe, we are in the process of taking giant steps forward to
help minimise climate change. By 2030, our aim is to make the entire
company, including our products, climate neutral. To implement this,
we carefully choose our raw materials, packaging and logistics
based on their climate impact.

With our water saving calculator, you can see the amount of water
you could potentially save thanks to our environmentally-friendly
EcoSmart technology. It’s useful whatever your household size,
showing instantly the products to help you conserve our most valuable
resource.
www.hansgrohe.com/service/producer-guarantee
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FinishPlus

Celebrate your individuality
with a FinishPlus surface
We all start and end our day in the bathroom, and we all love to
express our individuality. Make a statement with a FinishPlus surface,
and enjoy a more colourful life with a coloured bathroom surface.
Today’s bathroom increasingly reflects our own personal style.
FinishPlus has been developed to provide five new surface designs in
matt and metallic tones, expanding your style options far beyond
classic chrome. The high-quality surfaces offer a wide range of
design options, giving you brand new ways of expressing yourself.

PVD coating

Paint coating

A PVD coat is vapour-deposited molecule by molecule in
a vacuum coating process, which creates a robust and
brilliantly coloured surface

A specialist paint is applied in several steps, to
create a durable and intense surface colour

Longevity tested
for years of surface
durability

Longevity tested
for years of surface
durability

Brass

Brass

Nickel
50 years of protection
against wear and tear,
with the hansgrohe
Premium PVD coating*

Polished Gold
Optic

Nickel

Chrome

Brushed Bronze

Brushed Black
Chrome

*The results of the external abrasion test in January 2021 showed a PVD coating service life of 55 years,
with daily cleaning according to hansgrohe cleaning recommendations.
** The results of the external abrasion test in January 2021 showed a lacquered coating service life 27 years,
with daily cleaning according to hansgrohe cleaning recommendations.
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Chrome

25 years of protection
against wear and tear,
with the hansgrohe
special paint finish**

Matt black
(1 layer)

Matt white
(2 layers)

-670 Matt Black
Black and white contrasts, simplifying the visual
language

-700 Matt White
Playfully unconventional

-340 Brushed Black Chrome
A dark, partially reflective surface creates
asophisticated aesthetic

-140 Brushed Bronze
Soft natural tones and delicate details

-000 Chrome
Classic style paired with delicate elegance

-990 Polished Gold Optic
Glamourously luxurious
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Rainfinity
The ultimate shower sensation

Multiple awards
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Showers

A wonderfully gentle
pampering experience
The bathroom is the perfect place to indulge, where you can forget
the hustle and bustle of everyday life. Your shower can provide that
ideal retreat.
With Rainfinity, the PowderRain water spray not only covers your
head and shoulders, it gently envelops your whole body with
thousands of micro-droplets. The spray surface is slightly curved
inwards, providing the ultimate in comfort and creating a truly
relaxing shower experience.
Using the Select button on the hand shower, you can switch between
the three spray types – PowderRain, Intense PowderRain and Mono –
with the push of a button. The overhead shower also boasts three
sprays – PowderRain, IntensePowderRain and RainStream, each
pampering you in their own way. Combined with a flat hansgrohe
concealed thermostat such as ShowerSelect or RainSelect, each can
be selected at the touch of a button. The Rainfinity shower system
delivers visual style and unlimited relaxation.

PowderRain: Six ultra-fine pinholes shape each individual water jet,
dividing it into delicate micro-droplets and creating a velvety soft
feeling on your skin.

Extra comfort at
shoulder height
A new shoulder shower with an integrated shelf for a new,
convenient shower experience. It can refresh you in the
morning or relax you before going to bed, while also
keeping your hair dry. The shelf also provides space for
you to put your shower accessories.
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Adjust it
to your needs
Rainfinity can be adjusted to an incline between 10° and
30° thanks to the innovative wall connection, providing a
shower position that keeps your hair and face dry if
desired. Due to the angled positioning being achieved
without a conventional shower arm, the Rainfinity overhead
shower makes a real style statement in the modern
bathroom.

At a glance:

For design
lovers
The Rainfinity design is visually refined. With
modern surface colours and the subtly
structured spray disc, the large overhead
and hand showers make a real statement.
The matt white of the shower contrasts
elegantly with the graphite-coloured spray
disc.

• The innovative, slightly curved aluminium spray surface provides
a soothing showering experience
• With the help of the coloured FinishPlus surfaces, you can design
your bathroom in your own style
• A unique shower experience with gently enveloping microdroplets, thanks to PowderRain
• With the innovative Select control, one click is all it takes to
change the spray type or control a different shower
• Several spray types for an individual shower experience
• Thanks to the QuickClean technology, you can remove limescale
deposits on the individual flexible silicone spray nozzles with
your fingers
• Products with EcoSmart mean you use up to 60% less water
• Extensive range with both surface-mounted and flushmounted versions
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Rainfinity
Overhead shower 360 3jet with wall connector
# 26234, -000, -140, -340, -670,
-700, -990 28.1 l/min

Rainfinity
Overhead shower 360 1jet with wall connector
# 26230, -000, -140, -340, -670,
-700, -990 21 l/min

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Rainfinity
Overhead shower 360 1jet
# 26231, -000, -140, -340, -670,
-700, -990 20.3 l/min
Ceiling connector S 10 cm (not shown)
# 27393, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990
Ceiling connector S 30 cm (not shown)
# 27389, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990
Shower arm square 39 cm (not shown)
# 27694, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Rainfinity
Overhead shower 250 3jet with wall connector
# 26232, -000, -700 20 l/min
# 26233, -000, -700 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Rainfinity
Overhead shower 250 1jet with wall connector
# 26226, -000, -700 19 l/min
# 26227, -000, -700 EcoSmart 9.4 l/min

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Rainfinity
Overhead shower 250 1jet
# 26228, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 16 l/min
Overhead shower 250 1jet EcoSmart
# 26229, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990
EcoSmart 9 l/min
Ceiling connector S 10 cm (not shown)
# 27393, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990
Ceiling connector S 30 cm (not shown)
# 27389, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990
Shower arm square 39 cm (not shown)
# 27694, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Rainfinity
Shoulder shower 500 1jet with shower shelf
# 26243, -000, -700

Rainfinity
Wall outlet Porter 500 with shower holder and shower
shelf left
# 26843, -000, -700
Wall outlet Porter 500 with shower holder and shower
shelf right (not shown)
# 26858, -000, -700
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Rainfinity
Shelf 500
# 26844, -000, -700

Showers

Rainfinity
Hand shower 130 3jet
# 26864, -00 0, -140, -340, -670,
-700, -990 14 l/min

Rainfinity
Baton hand shower 100 1jet
# 26866, -000, -140, -340, -670,
-700, -990 13.8 l/min

# 26865, -000, -140, -340, -670,
-700, -990 EcoSmart 8.5 l/min

# 26867, -000, -140, -340, -670,
-700, -990 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Rainfinity
Shower set 130 3jet with shower bar 90 cm and shelf
# 27671, -000 14 l/min
# 27672, -000 EcoSmart 8 l/min
Shower set 130 3jet with shower bar 150 cm and shelves
(not shown)
# 27673, -000 14 l/min
# 27674, -000 EcoSmart 8 l/min

Rainfinity
Showerpipe 360 1jet for concealed installation
▪ Rainfinity overhead shower 360 1jet
▪ Rainfinity hand shower 130 3jet
# 26842, -000, -700 19.6 l/min
Basic set for Showerpipe 360 1jet
for concealed installation (not shown)
# 26840180

All specified flow rates are based on an operating pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar).
Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Rainmaker Select
A drenching rain shower
thanks to a larger shower head

At a glance:

Multiple awards
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• A generous overhead shower size, creating a feeling of elegance
• With the innovative Select control, one click is all it takes to
change the spray type or control a different shower
• More storage space thanks to the intelligently integrated
surface area
• Thanks to the QuickClean technology, you can remove limescale
deposits on the individual flexible silicone spray nozzles with
your fingers
• Products with EcoSmart mean you use up to 60% less water

Showers

Rainmaker Select
Overhead shower 460 3jet with shower arm
# 24007, -400, -600 18 l/min
# 24017, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Rainmaker Select
Overhead shower 460 2jet with shower arm
# 24005, -400, -600 18 l/min
# 24015, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Rainmaker Select
Overhead shower 460 1jet with shower arm
# 24003, -400, -600 19 l/min
# 24013, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Overhead shower 460 3jet with ceiling connector
(not shown)
# 24006, -400, -600 23 l/min
# 24016, -400 EcoSmart

Overhead shower 460 2jet with ceiling connector
(not shown)
# 24004, -400, -600 21 l/min
# 24014, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Overhead shower 460 1jet with ceiling connector
(not shown)
# 24002, -400, -600 21 l/min
# 24012, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Basic set for overhead shower with ceiling connector
(not shown)
# 24010180

Basic set for overhead shower with ceiling connector
(not shown)
# 24010180

Basic set for overhead shower with ceiling connector
(not shown)
# 24010180

Rainmaker Select
Overhead shower 580 3jet
# 24001, -400, -600 20 l/min
# 24011, -400 EcoSmart 9.5 l/min
Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Rainmaker Select
Showerpipe 460 3jet with thermostat
Shower arm length 450 mm
▪ Rainmaker Select overhead shower 460 3jet
▪ Raindance Select S hand shower 120 3jet
▪ ShowerTablet Select Thermostat 700 Universal
# 27106, -400 27 l/min
# 27029, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Rainmaker Select
Showerpipe 460 2jet with thermostat
Shower arm length 450 mm
▪ Rainmaker Select overhead shower 460 2jet
▪ Raindance Select S hand shower 120 3jet
▪ ShowerTablet Select Thermostat 700 Universal
# 27109, -400 19 l/min
# 27028, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

All specified flow rates are based on an operating pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar).
Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Raindance
A truly beautiful experience
with water

At a glance:

Multiple awards
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• A unique shower experience with gently enveloping microdroplets, thanks to PowderRain
• With the help of the coloured FinishPlus surfaces, you can design
your bathroom in your own style
• With the innovative Select control, one click is all it takes to
change the spray type or control a different shower
• Thanks to the QuickClean technology, you can remove limescale
deposits on the individual flexible silicone spray nozzles with
your fingers
• Products with EcoSmart mean you use up to 60% less water

Showers

A gentler shower
experience
With our award-winning hand shower and the Raindance
Select shower system with PowderRain, your shower
becomes a uniquely sensory experience. The innovative
PowderRain spray envelops you in thousands of microdroplets, making you feel like you’re standing in the warmth
of delicate summer rain.

Superior
showering at the
push of a button
On the Raindance hand shower, you can
switch between the three jet types using the
Select button, for a relaxed, stimulating or
refreshing shower experience.
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Raindance Select S
Hand shower 150 3jet
# 28587, -000, -400 16.4 l/min
# 28588, -000, -400 EcoSmart 8.8 l/min

Raindance Select S
Hand shower 120 3jet PowderRain
# 26014, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 11 l/min

Raindance Select S
Shower set 150 3jet with shower bar 65 cm
and soap dish
# 27802, -000 16.4 l/min

Raindance Select S
Shower set 120 3jet PowderRain with shower bar 65 cm
# 27654, -000 11 l/min

Shower set 150 3jet with shower bar 90 cm
and soap dish (not shown)
# 27803, -000, -400 16 l/min

Raindance Select S
Hand shower 120 3jet
# 26530, -000, -140, -340, -400, -670,
-700, -990 15 l/min
# 26531, -000, -140, -340, -400, -670,
-700, -990 EcoSmart 8.5 l/min

Shower set 120 3jet PowderRain with shower bar 90 cm
(not shown)
# 27667, -000 11 l/min

Raindance Select S
Showerpipe 240 1jet PowderRain with thermostat
Shower arm length 460 mm
Swivel shower arm
▪ Raindance S overhead shower 240 1jet PowderRain
▪ Raindance Select S hand shower 120 3jet PowderRain
▪ Ecostat Thermostat Comfort
# 27633, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 16 l/min
Raindance Select S
Overhead shower 300 2jet with shower arm
# 27378, -000, -400 17 l/min

Raindance S
Overhead shower 240 1jet PowderRain with shower arm
# 27607, -000 18.1 l/min

Overhead shower 300 2jet with ceiling connector
(not shown)
# 27337, -000, -400 17 l/min

Overhead shower 240 1jet PowderRain with ceiling
connector (not shown)
# 27620, -000 18 l/min
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Showers

Raindance Select E
Hand shower 150 3jet
# 26550, -000, -400 16.4 l/min
# 26551, -000, -400 EcoSmart 8.5 l/min

Raindance Select E
Hand shower 120 3jet
# 26520, -000, -140, -340, -400,
-670, -700, -990 14.4 l/min
# 26521, -000, -400 EcoSmart 8.5 l/min

Raindance E
Overhead shower 300 1jet with shower arm
# 26238, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 17 l/min
# 26239, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Raindance Select E
Showerpipe 300 3jet with ShowerTablet Select 300
Shower arm length 380 mm
▪ Raindance Select E overhead shower 300 3jet
▪ Raindance Select E hand shower 120 3jet
▪ ShowerTablet Select Thermostat 300
# 27127, -000, -400 19 l/min

Raindance E
Showerpipe 300 1jet with ShowerTablet 350
Shower arm length 405 mm
▪ Raindance E overhead shower 300 1jet
▪ Raindance Select S hand shower 120 3jet
▪ ShowerTablet Thermostat 350
# 27361, -000 16 l/min
# 27362, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Overhead shower 300 1jet with ceiling connector
(not shown)
# 26250, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 17 l/min
# 26251, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Raindance Select E
Shower set 150 3jet with shower bar 65 cm
and soap dish
# 27856, -000 16.4 l/min
Shower set 150 3jet with shower bar 90 cm
and soap dish (not shown)
# 27857, -000 16.4 l/min

Raindance Select E
Shower set 120 3jet with shower bar 65 cm
and soap dish
# 26620, -000, -400 14.4 l/min
# 26622, -000, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min
Shower set 120 3jet with shower bar 90 cm
and soap dish (not shown)
# 26621, -000, -400 14.4 l/min
# 26623, -000, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

All specified flow rates are based on an operating pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar).
Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Pulsify S
Full of life

Multiple awards
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Showers

A unique shower experience
for every bathroom size
The right shower can ensure you start the day fresh in the morning
and relaxed in the evening. Pulsify S delivers these moments – no
matter what size of bathroom you have. You can experience an
entirely new level of relaxation even in the smallest of spaces. Enjoy
maximum freedom of movement, in a thoughtfully-designed space.
The compact Pulsify S system can be integrated into any bathroom,
and you can choose from a variety of designs and surfaces to suit
your style. With timeless aesthetics, the highest quality and
intelligently integrated shelves, Pulsify S will be a long-lasting source
of pleasure – and it sets standards in terms of sustainability too. By
choosing a product variant with EcoSmart technology, you will use up
to 60% less water than with standard products.

Intelligently
integrated
shelves perfect
your space

Combine Pulsify S with WallStoris, the innovative and flexible storage system
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PowderRain –
a unrivalled relaxation
experience, thanks to
the finest micro-droplets
of water.
Feel good. With Pulsify S and PowderRain you’ll experience
wellbeing on another level, relaxing both your body and mind.
PowderRain transforms water into a gentle blanket of countless microdroplets, leaving you feeling revitalised.

Thanks to our innovative Select technology, you
can switch between spray types with the push of a
button.
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Showers

Customisation options
makes this system
as versatile as you
With Pulsify, your bathroom becomes a space you can fully unwind.
Choose from three surface finishes of chrome, matt black or matt
white, and design a look to suit your style. For products such as
shower pipes, there are also options for surface or flush mounted
installations.
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Shower with a clean
conscience – with
EcoSmart technology
Choose our EcoSmart technology and save water and energy –
without sacrificing your showering pleasure. EcoSmart reduces the
flow, significantly contributing towards water conservation and
making Pulsify S a worthwhile investment. With the integrated
temperature and volume control, enjoy our most valuable resource in
a responsible way.

At a glance:
• Modern design suitable for every bathroom size
• A unique shower experience with gently enveloping microdroplets, thanks to PowderRain
• With the help of the coloured FinishPlus surfaces, you can design
your bathroom in your own style
• With the innovative Select control, one click is all it takes to
change the spray type or control a different shower
• More storage space thanks to the intelligently integrated surface
area
• Thanks to the QuickClean technology, you can remove limescale
deposits on the individual flexible silicone spray nozzles with
your fingers
• Products with EcoSmart mean you use up to 60% less water
• Extensive range with both surface-mounted and flush-mounted
versions
27

Pulsify S
Overhead shower 260 2jet with wall connector
# 24150, -000, -670, -700 11.3 l/min
# 24151, -000, -670, -700 EcoSmart 7.4 l/min

Pulsify S
Overhead shower 260 1jet
# 24140, -000, -670, -700 12.3 l/min
# 24141, -000, -670, -700 EcoSmart 7.5 l/min

Pulsify S
Overhead shower 105 1jet
# 24130, -000, -670, -700 11.7 l/min
# 24132, -000, -670, -700 Green 6 l/min

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Wall connector for overhead shower 260 (not shown)
# 24149, -000, -670, -700

Wall connector for overhead shower 105 (not shown)
# 24139, -000, -670, -700

Available from 06/2022

Available from 06/2022

Pulsify Select S
Hand shower 105 3jet Relaxation
# 24110, -000, -670, -700 11.4 l/min
# 24111, -000, -670, -700 EcoSmart 8.2 l/min

Pulsify Select S
Hand shower 105 3jet Activation
# 24100, -000, -670, -700 11.5 l/min
# 24101, -000, -670, -700 EcoSmart 8.5 l/min

Pulsify Select S
Shower set 105 3jet Relaxation with shower bar 65 cm
# 24160, -000, -670, -700 11.4 l/min
# 24161, -000, -670, -700 EcoSmart 8.2 l/min
Shower set 105 3jet Relaxation with shower bar 90 cm
(not shown)
# 24170, -000, -670, -700 11.4 l/min
# 24171, -000, -670, -700 EcoSmart 8.2 l/min
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Pulsify S
Hand shower 105 1jet
# 24120, -000, -670, -700 13.5 l/min
# 24121, -000, -670, -700 Green 5.7 l/min

Showers

Pulsify S
Showerpipe 260 2jet with ShowerTablet Select 400
Height of the Showerpipe can be reduced
▪ Pulsify S overhead shower 260 2jet
▪ Pulsify S hand shower 105 3jet Relaxation
▪ ShowerTablet Select 400 thermostat
# 24240, -000, -670, -700 12.9 l/min
# 24241, -000, -670, -700 EcoSmart

Available from 01/2023

Pulsify S
Showerpipe 260 1jet with ShowerTablet Select 400
Height of the Showerpipe can be reduced
Shower arm length 398 mm
Swivel shower arm
▪ Pulsify S overhead shower 260 1jet
▪ Pulsify S hand shower 105 3jet Relaxation
▪ ShowerTablet Select 400 thermostat
# 24220, -000 10.9 l/min
# 24221, -000 EcoSmart
Showerpipe 260 1jet with bath thermostat
ShowerTablet 400
# 24230, -000

Available from 06/2022

ShowerTablet Select
Bath thermostat 400 for exposed installation
# 24340, -000, -670, -700

ShowerTablet Select
Shower thermostat 400 for exposed installation
# 24360, -000, -670, -700

All specified flow rates are based on an operating pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar).
Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Croma
The all-rounder for
the modern family bathroom

At a glance:

Multiple awards
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• Modern design and essential safety features – ideally suited to
young families
• Several spray types for an individual shower experience
• With the innovative Select control, one click is all it takes to
change the spray type or control a different shower
• Thanks to the QuickClean technology, you can remove limescale
deposits on the individual flexible silicone spray nozzles with
your fingers
• Products with EcoSmart mean you use up to 60% less water
• CoolContact prevents the thermostat from heating up, for an even
safer shower
• Extensive range with both surface-mounted and flush-mounted
versions

Showers

Showering enjoyment
for all ages
Are you looking for an attractive shower, with the ability to switch
sprays at the push of a button? Or a shower system that you can use
to upgrade your bathroom at a later date? The Croma shower range
delivers all this and more. Choose from a wide variety of products for
showers and baths, all boasting modern design and delivering on
both price and performance – making the range ideal for young
families.

CoolContact
protects children’s
hands
Thanks to hansgrohe safety technology, the cold
water that flows from the pipe into the thermostat
is directed to the surface. This means that the
out side of t he casing always remains
comfortably cool to touch. And there’s an
additional safety feature: The SafetyStop on the
handle of the thermostat prevents hot water from
being accidentally being turned on.
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Croma Select E
Hand shower Multi
# 26810, -400 16 l/min
# 26811, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Croma Select E
Hand shower Vario
# 26812, -400 14.7 l/min
# 26813, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Croma Select E
Shower set Multi with shower bar 65 cm
# 26580, -400 16 l/min
# 26581, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Croma Select E
Shower set Vario with shower bar 65 cm
# 26582, -400 14.7 l/min
# 26583, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Shower set Multi with shower bar 90 cm (not shown)
# 26590, -400 16 l/min
# 26591, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Shower set Vario with shower bar 65 cm and soap dish
(not shown)
# 26586, -400 14.7 l/min

Croma E
Hand shower 1jet
# 26814, -140, -340, -400, -670, -700, -990 16 l/min
# 26815, -140, -340, -400, -670, -700, -990 EcoSmart
9 l/min
# 26816, -400 EcoSmart 7 l/min

Shower set Vario with shower bar 90 cm (not shown)
# 26592, -400 14.7 l/min
# 26593, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Croma Select E
SemiPipe Multi with thermostat
▪ Croma Select E hand shower Multi
▪ Ecostat Thermostat Comfort
# 27248, -400 16 l/min

Croma Select E
Overhead shower 180 2jet
# 26524, -000, -400 17 l/min
# 26528, -000, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min
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Showers

Croma Select S
Hand shower Multi
# 26800, -400 16 l/min
# 26801, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Croma Select S
Hand shower Vario
# 26802, -400 14.7 l/min
# 26803, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Croma S
Hand shower 1jet
# 26804, -400 16 l/min
# 26805, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min
# 26806, -400 EcoSmart 7 l/min

Croma Select S
Showerpipe 280 1jet with thermostat
Shower arm length 400 mm
Swivel shower arm
Height of the Showerpipe can be reduced
▪ Croma overhead shower 280 1jet
▪ Croma Select S hand shower Multi
▪ Ecostat Thermostat Comfort
# 26790, -000 16 l/min
# 26794, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Croma Select S
Showerpipe 280 1jet with thermostat and hand shower
Raindance Select S 120 3jet
Shower arm length 400 mm
Swivel shower arm
Height of the Showerpipe can be reduced
▪ Croma overhead shower 280 1jet
▪ Raindance Select S hand shower 120 3jet
▪ Ecostat Thermostat Comfort
# 26890, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 14.5 l/min
# 26891, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Croma Select S
Shower set Multi with shower bar 65 cm
# 26560, -400 16 l/min
# 26561, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min
Shower set Multi with shower bar 90 cm (not shown)
# 26570, -400 16 l/min
# 26571, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Croma Select S
Overhead shower 180 2jet
# 26522, -000, -400 17 l/min
# 26523, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Showerpipe 280 1jet with bath thermostat (not shown)
# 26792, -000

All specified flow rates are based on an operating pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar).
Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Croma E
Overhead shower 280 1jet
# 26257, -000 18.3 l/min
# 26258, -000 EcoSmart 8 l/min

Croma
Overhead shower 280 1jet
# 26220, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700,
-990 15.6 l/min
# 26221, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700,
-990 EcoSmart 8.5 l/min
Shower arm 38.9 cm (not shown)
# 27413, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990
Ceiling connector 10 cm (not shown)
# 27479, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -820, -990

Croma E
Showerpipe 280 1jet with thermostat
Shower arm length 340 mm
Swivel shower arm
Height of the Showerpipe can be reduced
▪ Croma E overhead shower 280 1jet
▪ Croma Select E hand shower Multi
▪ Ecostat E Thermostat
# 27630, -000 15 l/min
# 27660, -000 EcoSmart 8.5 l/min
Showerpipe 280 1jet with bath thermostat
# 27687, -000 20.3 l/min
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Croma
Showerpipe 220 1jet with thermostat
Shower arm length 400 mm
Swivel shower arm
Height of the Showerpipe can be reduced
▪ Croma overhead shower 220 1jet
▪ Croma 100 hand shower Vario
▪ Ecostat Thermostat Comfort
# 27185, -000 15 l/min
# 27188, -000 EcoSmart
Showerpipe 220 1jet with bath thermostat
# 27223, -000

Croma
Overhead shower 220 1jet
# 26464, -000 19 l/min
# 26465, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min
Ceiling connector 10 cm (not shown)
# 27479, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -820, -990
Shower arm 38.9 cm (not shown)
# 27413, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Croma
Showerpipe 220 1jet Reno
Shower arm length 400 mm
Swivel shower arm
Height of the Showerpipe can be reduced
▪ Croma overhead shower 220 1jet
▪ Croma 100 hand shower Vario
# 27224, -000

Showers

Croma 100
Hand shower Multi
# 28536, -000 19 l/min
# 28538, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Croma 100
Hand shower Vario
# 28535, -000 18 l/min
# 28537, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Croma 100
Hand shower 1jet
# 28580, -000 16 l/min
# 28583, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Croma 100
Shower set Multi with shower bar 90 cm and soap dish
# 27774, -000 19 l/min

Croma 100
Shower set Vario with shower bar 65 cm and soap dish
# 27772, -000 18 l/min
# 27776, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Croma 100
Shower set Mono with shower bar 65 cm and soap dish
# 27717, -000 16 l/min

Shower set Vario with shower bar 90 cm and soap dish
(not shown)
# 27771, -000 18 l/min
# 27653, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Shower set Mono with shower bar 90 cm and soap dish
(not shown)
# 27724, -000 16 l/min

All specified flow rates are based on an operating pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar).
Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Crometta
Real design for an economic price

At a glance:
• High quality, stylish aesthetics delivering on both price and
performance
• The shower system is particularly tenant-friendly thanks to its
simple installation on existing connections
• Several spray types for an individual shower experience
• Thanks to the QuickClean technology, you can remove limescale
deposits on the individual flexible silicone spray nozzles with
your fingers
• Products with EcoSmart mean you use up to 60% less water
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Showers

High quality at
an excellent price
With Crometta you can experience the joy of a great
shower every singly day. Thanks to the uncomplicated
upgrade, you can easily join the world of hansgrohe. The
modern EcoSmart technology offers economical water
consumption and, in conjunction with the easy-care chrome
surface, provides long-lasting quality in your bathroom.

A swift and simple
upgrade
By replacing your old hand shower with a Crometta Vario, you can
quickly and easily upgrade your daily shower. Choose between Rain
and IntenseRain spray types and be enveloped in either a soft or
intense spray. The shower system can be easily installed on existing
connections.
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Crometta
Hand shower Vario
# 26330, -400 13.8 l/min
# 26332, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min
# 26336, -400 Green 5.7 l/min

Crometta
Hand shower 1jet
# 26331, -400 14 l/min
# 26333, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min
# 26334, -400 Green 5.7 l/min

Crometta
Shower set Vario with shower bar 65 cm
# 26532, -400 13.8 l/min
# 26534, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min
# 26555, -400 Green 6 l/min

Crometta
Shower set 1jet with shower bar 65 cm
# 26533, -400 14 l/min
# 26535, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min
# 26554, -400 Green 6 l/min

Shower set Vario with shower bar 65 cm and soap dish
(not shown)
# 26553, -400 13.8 l/min

Shower set 1jet with shower bar 90 cm (not shown)
# 26537, -400 14 l/min
# 26539, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Shower set Vario with shower bar 90 cm (not shown)
# 26536, -400 13.8 l/min
# 26538, -400 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Showerpipe 240 1jet with bath thermostat
# 27320, -000

Crometta S
Overhead shower 240 1jet
# 26723, -000 18 l/min
# 26724, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Crometta E
Overhead shower 240 1jet
# 26726, -000 18 l/min
# 26727, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Overhead shower 240 1jet LowPressure
# 26725, -000 21 l/min

Overhead shower 240 1jet LowPressure 21 l/min
# 26722, -000

Shower arm 38.9 cm (not shown)
# 27413, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Shower arm E 38.9 cm (not shown)
# 27446, -000

Ceiling connector S 10 cm (not shown)
# 27393, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Ceiling connector E 10 cm (not shown)
# 27467, -000

Ceiling connector S 30 cm (not shown)
# 27389, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Ceiling connector E 30 cm (not shown)
# 27388, -000
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Crometta S
Showerpipe 240 1jet with thermostat
Shower arm length 350 mm
Height of the Showerpipe can be reduced
▪ Crometta S overhead shower 240 1jet
▪ Crometta hand shower Vario
▪ Ecostat Thermostat 1001 CL
# 27267, -000 16 l/min
# 27268, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Showers

Crometta S
Showerpipe 240 1jet EcoSmart 9 l/min Reno
Shower arm length 350 mm
Height of the Showerpipe can be reduced
▪ Crometta S overhead shower 240 1jet
▪ Crometta hand shower Vario
# 27270, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Crometta E
Showerpipe 240 1jet with thermostat
Shower arm length 350 mm
Height of the Showerpipe can be reduced
▪ Crometta E overhead shower 240 1jet
▪ Crometta hand shower Vario
▪ Ecostat Thermostat 1001 CL
# 27271, -000
# 27281, -000 EcoSmart 7.6 l/min

Crometta E
Showerpipe 240 1jet EcoSmart 9 l/min Reno
Shower arm length 350 mm
Height of the Showerpipe can be reduced
▪ Crometta E overhead shower 240 1jet
▪ Crometta hand shower Vario
# 27289, -000 EcoSmart 9 l/min

Showerpipe 240 1jet with bath thermostat
# 27298, -000

All specified flow rates are based on an operating pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar).
Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Vernis
All-round comfort

At a glance:
•
•
•
•

Round or square design to match your bathroom
Excellent value for money
Several spray types for an individual shower experience
Thanks to the QuickClean technology, you can remove limescale
deposits on the individual flexible silicone spray nozzles with
your fingers
• Products with EcoSmart mean you use up to 60% less water
• Extensive range with both surface-mounted and flush-mounted
versions
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Showers

Vernis Blend
Hand shower Vario
# 26270, -000, -670 15.2 l/min
# 26340, -000, -670 EcoSmart 9.7 l/min
# 26090, -000 Green 5.2 l/min

Vernis Blend
Overhead shower 200 1jet
# 26271, -000, -670 12.4 l/min
# 26277, -000, -670 EcoSmart 8.7 l/min
# 26093, -000 Green 5.4 l/min

Vernis Shape
Overhead shower 230 1jet
# 26281, -000, -670 12.4 l/min
# 26283, -000, -670 EcoSmart 8.7 l/min
# 26094, -000 Green 5.4 l/min

Overhead shower 200 1jet LowPressure
# 26095, -000 14.7 l/min

Overhead shower 200 1jet LowPressure
# 26096, -000 14.7 l/min

Vernis Blend
Showerpipe 200 1jet with thermostat
Shower arm length 400 mm
▪ Vernis Blend overhead shower 200 1jet
▪ Vernis Blend hand shower Vario
▪ Vernis Thermostat
# 26276, -000, -670 15.9 l/min
# 26089, -000, -670 EcoSmart 8.7 l/min
# 26318, -000 Green 5.7 l/min

Vernis Shape
Showerpipe 230 1jet Reno
Shower arm length 400 mm
▪ Vernis Shape overhead shower 230 1jet
▪ Vernis Blend hand shower Vario
# 26282, -000, -670 14.6 l/min
# 26289, -000, -670 EcoSmart 8.7 l/min

Vernis Blend
Shower set Vario with shower bar Crometta 65 cm
# 26275, -000 15.2 l/min
# 26279, -000 EcoSmart 9.7 l/min

Showerpipe 200 1jet with bath thermostat
# 26274, -000 20 l/min
# 26079, -000 EcoSmart 20 l/min

All specified flow rates are based on an operating pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar).
Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Jocolino
Turn your bathroom into the
cleanest playground in the world

At a glance:
•
•
•
•
•

Three different animal designs: a lion, zebra and crocodile
Featuring moving eyes, for even more bathtime fun
Ergonomic handle, suitable for small hands
Several spray types for an individual shower experience
Thanks to the QuickClean technology, you can remove limescale
deposits on the individual flexible silicone spray nozzles with
your fingers
• With the optional quick coupling, you can easily switch
between two hand showers
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Showers

3 fun animal designs
2 child-friendly spray types
1 happy family
The daily bathtime routine isn’t always fun – for children or their
parents – and it can be all too easy for the tears to flow, rather than
water. We’ve tackled that common scenario, transforming that tricky
bathtime into a moment of pure joy for all the family.
The new Jocolino hand shower is designed in the shape of an animal,
to delight and inspire your little one’s imagination. You (or they!) can
choose from a lion, crocodile or zebra – get ready to swap the tears
for a fun and animal-packed bathtime routine.

Jocolino
Children hand shower crocodile 2jet
# 28788570 11 l/min

Jocolino
Children hand shower zebra 2jet
# 28787640 11 l/min

Jocolino
Children hand shower lion 2jet
# 28760210 11 l/min

Quick-coupling set
# 28346000

All specified flow rates are based on an operating pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar).
Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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DogShower
Developed by hansgrohe –
loved by dogs

At a glance:

Excellent
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• Specifically designed to streamline the washing process for dogs
and their owners
• The hansgrohe DogShower can help reduce your dog’s stress in
the shower and prevent skin irritation
• Ergonomic design
• Various spray types for a tailored experience
• You can increase the amount of water in a targeted way when
needed
• With the optional quick coupling, you can easily switch between
two hand showers

Showers

Less stress, less chaos
From their choice of food to the place they sleep – we only want the
very best for our furry friends. Why should it be any different with
showers? The DogShower from hansgrohe is an innovative, furfriendly solution for you and your wet-nosed friend.
Meet the stress- and chaos-free way to wash your dog. The unique,
brush-like nozzles make cleaning even thick fur more thorough and
more pleasant for your four-legged friend. The three specially
developed low-noise jet types are perfect for fur, legs, paws and
other hard-to-reach or sensitive areas. It’s no wonder that dogs are
rediscovering their love for bathing. After all, happiness starts with a
wet nose and ends with four happy paws.

Leg Spray: For legs and sensitive areas.

DogShower
Dogs hand shower 150 3jet Select
# 26640, -540, -560, -670, -700 7.6 l/min

Paw Spray: A soft spray, ideal for gently
cleaning paws.

Fur Spray: Full shower spray for rinsing off
dirt and shampoo.

Quick-coupling set
# 28346000

All specified flow rates are based on an operating pressure of 0.3 MPa (3 bar).
Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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RainSelect
Switch to more comfort

At a glance:

Multiple awards
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• Slim silhouette, integrating into the wall to save space
• With the help of the coloured FinishPlus surfaces, you can design
your bathroom in your own style
• Durable buttons: permanently abrasion-resistance thanks to the
back pressure
• With the innovative Select control you can easily regulate the
water flow and switch between spray types
• Control the amount of water easily using a rotary control
• Easy cleaning thanks to the separate shut-off function

Thermostats

RainSelect
Thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions
# 15380, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

RainSelect
Thermostat for concealed installation for 3 functions
# 15381, -000, -700

RainSelect
Thermostat for concealed installation for 4 functions
# 15382, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Basic set for 2 functions (not shown)
# 15310180

Basic set for 3 functions (not shown)
# 15311180

Basic set for 4 functions (not shown)
# 15312180

RainSelect
Thermostat for concealed installation for 5 functions
# 15384, -000, -700

RainSelect
Thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions
with integrated shower holder
# 15355, -000, -400, -600

RainSelect
Thermostat for concealed installation for 3 functions
with integrated shower holder
# 15356, -000, -400, -600

Basic set for 2 functions (not shown)
# 15310180

Basic set for 3 functions (not shown)
# 15311180

Basic set for 5 functions (not shown)
# 15313180

RainSelect
Thermostat for concealed installation for 4 functions
with integrated shower holder
# 15357, -000, -400, -600

RainSelect
Thermostat for concealed installation for 5 functions
with integrated shower holder
# 15358, -000, -400, -600

Basic set for 4 functions (not shown)
# 15312180

Basic set for 5 functions (not shown)
# 15313180

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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ShowerSelect
Shower control at the touch
of a button

At a glance:

Multiple awards
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• Available in a square or round shape, to suit every style
• A minimal look for a timeless bathroom aesthetic
• With the help of the coloured FinishPlus surfaces, you can design
your bathroom in your own style
• Durable buttons thanks to a permanent abrasion-resistant finish
• With the innovative Select control you can easily regulate the
water flow and switch between spray types
• Individual selection so you can choose either thermostat or tap

Thermostats

ShowerSelect Glas
Thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions
# 15738, -400

ShowerSelect
Thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions
# 15763, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

ShowerSelect
Thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions
with hose connection and shower holder
# 15765, -000

ShowerSelect S
Thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions
# 15743, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

ShowerSelect S
Thermostat for concealed installation for 1 function
# 15744, -000

ShowerSelect
Mixer for concealed installation for 2 functions
# 15768, -000

The iBox universal basic set for flush
mounting is not included – please
order the basic set from the required
accessories

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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ShowerTablet Select
More space for enjoying
your shower

At a glance:

Multiple awards
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• More storage space thanks to the intelligently integrated storage
space, with a length of 30cm, 40cm or 70cm
• With the help of the coloured FinishPlus surfaces, you can design
your bathroom in your own style
• With the innovative Select control you can easily regulate the
water flow and switch between spray types
• Control the amount of water easily using a rotary control
• CoolContact prevents the thermostat from heating up, for an even
safer shower

Thermostats

ShowerTablet Select
Bath thermostat 700 for exposed installation
# 13183, -000

ShowerTablet Select
Thermostat 700 universal for exposed installation
for 2 functions
# 13184, -000, -400

ShowerTablet Select
Bath thermostat 300 for exposed installation
# 13151, -000, -400

ShowerTablet Select
Shower thermostat 300 for exposed installation
# 13171, -000, -400

ShowerTablet Select
Bath thermostat 400 for exposed installation
# 24340, -000, -670, -700

ShowerTablet Select
Shower thermostat 400 for exposed installation
# 24360, -000, -670, -700

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Ecostat
Enjoy more comfort and safety,
quickly and easily

At a glance:

Multiple awards
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• CoolContact prevents the thermostat from heating up, for an even
safer shower
• Stunningly modern design that fits perfectly into any bathroom
• With the help of the coloured FinishPlus surfaces, you can design
your bathroom in your own style
• Extensive range with both surface-mounted and flush-mounted
versions

Thermostats

Ecostat E
Bath thermostat for exposed installation
# 15774, -000

Ecostat E
Shower thermostat for exposed installation
# 15773, -000

Ecostat Square
Thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions
# 15714, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Ecostat
Bath thermostat Comfort for exposed installation
# 13114, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Ecostat
Shower thermostat Comfort for exposed installation
# 13116, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Ecostat E
Thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions
# 15708, -000

Ecostat
Bath thermostat universal for exposed installation
# 13123, -000

Ecostat
Shower thermostat universal for exposed installation
# 13122, -000

Ecostat S
Thermostat for concealed installation for 2 functions
# 15758, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

The iBox universal basic set for flush
mounting is not included – please
order the basic set from the required
accessories

Ecostat
Bath thermostat Comfort Care for exposed installation
with extra long handles
# 13115, -000

Ecostat
Shower thermostat Comfort Care for exposed installation
with extra long handles
# 13117, -000

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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RainDrain
A designer drain solution
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Visual perfection
for your shower
A holistic design language enhances the space and your well-being.
That’s one reason why striking shower channels are becoming
increasingly popular.
RainDrain is the perfect accent to any shower, whether it’s finished in
natural stone, matt stainless steel or individually tiled. And not only
does it look great, it provides long-lasting functionality as well.
RainDrain suits every shower style. We are particularly proud of the
simple and straightforward installation, which doesn’t depend on the
shower’s installation method. There’s a set for all shower channels –
just choose from three different channels and the point of drainage,
then trust in a well-fitted drain for many years to come.

At a glance:
• Provides ultimate freedom of movement in your bathroom
• A space-saving design and variety of product dimensions means
seamless integration into almost every bathroom. Can be used in
all common installation scenarios.
• Water damage is avoided thanks to the watertight set up and
pre-installed seal.
• Optional Dryphon technology, for minimal cleaning
• With the help of the coloured FinishPlus surfaces, you can design
your bathroom in your own style
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Waste systems

RainDrain Flex
Finish set shower drain 700 cuttable
# 56043, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -800, -990

RainDrain Flex
Finish set shower drain 700 cuttable for wall mounting
# 56050, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -800, -990

RainDrain Match
Finish set shower drain 600 with height adjustable frame
# 56036, -000, -450, -610, -670, -700, -800

Finish set shower drain 800 cuttable (not shown)
# 56044, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -800, -990

Finish set shower drain 800 cuttable for wall mounting
(not shown)
# 56051, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -800, -990

Finish set shower drain 700 with height adjustable frame
(not shown)
# 56037, -000, -450, -610, -670, -700, -800

Finish set shower drain 900 cuttable for wall mounting
(not shown)
# 56052, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -800, -990

Finish set shower drain 800 with height adjustable frame
(not shown)
# 56038, -000, -450, -610, -670, -700, -800

Finish set shower drain 1000 cuttable for wall mounting
(not shown)
# 56053, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -800, -990

Finish set shower drain 900 with height adjustable frame
(not shown)
# 56040, -000, -450, -610, -670, -700, -800

Finish set shower drain 1200 cuttable for wall mounting
(not shown)
# 56054, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -800, -990

Finish set shower drain 1000 with height adjustable frame
(not shown)
# 56041, -000, -450, -610, -670, -700, -800

Finish set shower drain 900 cuttable (not shown)
# 56045, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -800, -990
Finish set shower drain 1000 cuttable (not shown)
# 56046, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -800, -990
Finish set shower drain 1200 cuttable (not shown)
# 56047, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -800, -990

Finish set shower drain 1200 with height adjustable frame
(not shown)
# 56042, -000, -450, -610, -670, -700, -800

RainDrain Rock
Finish set shower drain 600 cut on size and tileable
# 56029, -000

RainDrain Spot
Complete set 150/150 point drain and installation set
# 56055, -800

Finish set shower drain 700 cut on size and tileable
(not shown)
# 56030, -000

Complete set 150/150 point drain tileable rear cover
and installation set (not shown)
# 56112, -800

Raindrain
Complete set waste set 90 XXL
# 60067, -000

Finish set shower drain 800 cut on size and tileable
(not shown)
# 56031, -000
Finish set shower drain 900 cut on size and tileable
(not shown)
# 56032, -000
Finish set shower drain 1000 cut on size and tileable
(not shown)
# 56033, -000
Finish set shower drain 1200 cut on size and tileable
(not shown)
# 56034, -000

The uBox universal basic set is not
included in the finish set – please order
it from the required accessories

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Metropol
Geometric shapes
and precise edges

At a glance:

Multiple awards
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• The perfect geometric design language for an enduringly elegant
bathroom design
• With the help of the coloured FinishPlus surfaces, you can design
your bathroom in your own style
• ComfortZone technology provides plenty of space between the
sink and the tap for fewer water splashes
• AirPower generously mixes air into the water for a soft, splashfree water jet and full shower drops
• Thanks to the QuickClean technology, you can remove limescale
deposits on the individual flexible silicone spray nozzles with
your fingers
• Thanks to the environmentally friendly EcoSmart technology,
you save water and energy

Mixers

Metropol
Single lever basin mixer 260
with lever handle for washbowls
with push-open waste set
# 32512, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Metropol
Single lever basin mixer 110
with lever handle and push-open waste set
# 32507, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Metropol
Single lever basin mixer 230
with lever handle and push-open waste set
# 32511, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Single lever basin mixer 110
with lever handle and pop-up waste set
# 32506, -000
Single lever basin mixer 110 CoolStart
with lever handle and push-open waste set (not shown)
# 32508, -000

Metropol
Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation
wall-mounted with lever handle and spout 22.5 cm
# 32526, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Metropol
Single lever bath mixer
for exposed installation with lever handle
# 32540, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Metropol
Single lever shower mixer
for exposed installation with lever handle
# 32560, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Metropol
Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation with
lever handle for iBox universal
# 32545, -000, -140, -340, -670,-700, -990

Metropol
Single lever shower mixer for concealed installation with
lever handle for iBox universal
# 32565, -000, -140, -340, -670,-700, -990

Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation with
lever handle and integrated security combination
according to EN1717 for iBox universal
# 32546, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation
wall-mounted with lever handle and spout 16.5 cm
(not shown)
# 32525, -000
Basic set for single lever basin mixer for concealed
installation wall-mounted (not shown)
# 13622180

Metropol
Single lever bath mixer floor-standing with lever handle
# 32532, -000, -140, -340, -670,-700, -990

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Basic set for mixers floor-standing (not shown)
# 10452180

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Metris
Timelessly beautiful,
infinitely comfortable

At a glance:
• The open curve of the flat handle means comfortable ease of use
• ComfortZone technology provides plenty of space between the
sink and the tap for fewer water splashes
• AirPower generously mixes air into the water for a soft, splashfree water jet and full shower drops
• Thanks to the QuickClean technology, you can remove limescale
deposits on the individual flexible silicone spray nozzles with
your fingers
• Thanks to the environmentally friendly EcoSmart technology, you
save water and energy
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Mixers

Metris
Single lever basin mixer 260 for washbowls
with pop-up waste set
# 31082, -000
Single lever basin mixer 260 for washbowls
without waste set
# 31184, -000

Metris
Single lever basin mixer 200 with pop-up waste set
# 31183, -000

Metris
Single lever basin mixer 110 with pop-up waste set
# 31080, -000

Single lever basin mixer 200 without waste set
# 31185, -000

Single lever basin mixer 110 without waste set
# 31084, -000
Single lever basin mixer 110 for vented hot water
cylinders with pop-up waste set
# 31074, -000
Single lever basin mixer 110 LowFlow with pop-up
waste set
# 31203, -000
Single lever basin mixer 110 LowFlow without waste set
# 31204, -000
Single lever basin mixer 110 CoolStart with pop-up
waste set (not shown)
# 31121, -000

Metris
Single lever bath mixer for exposed installation
# 31480, -000

Metris
Single lever shower mixer for exposed installation
# 31680, -000

Metris
Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation
wall-mounted with spout 16.5 cm
# 31085, -000

Metris
Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation
for iBox universal
# 31454, -000

Metris
Single lever shower mixer for concealed installation
for iBox universal
# 31456, -000

Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation
wall-mounted with spout 22.5 cm (not shown)
# 31086, -000

Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation
with integrated security combination according
to EN1717 for iBox universal
# 31451, -000

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Metris
Single lever basin mixer 230 with pop-up waste set
# 31087, -000
Single lever basin mixer 230 with push-open waste set
# 31187, -000
Single lever basin mixer 230 without waste set
# 31081, -000

Basic set for single lever basin mixer for concealed
installation wall-mounted (not shown)
# 13622180

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Metris S
Modern design

At a glance:
• Design characterised by generous surface areas
• ComfortZone technology provides plenty of space between the
sink and the tap for fewer water splashes
• AirPower generously mixes air into the water for a soft, splashfree water jet and full shower drops
• Thanks to the QuickClean technology, you can remove limescale
deposits on the individual flexible silicone spray nozzles with
your fingers
• Thanks to the environmentally friendly EcoSmart technology, you
save water and energy
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Mixers

Metris S
Single lever basin mixer 260 for washbowls
with pop-up waste set
# 31022, -000
Single lever basin mixer 260 for washbowls
without waste set
# 31023, -000

Metris S
Single lever basin mixer 100 with pop-up waste set
# 31060, -000
Single lever basin mixer 100 without waste set
# 31068, -000
Single lever basin mixer 100 LowFlow 3.5 l/min with
pop-up waste set
# 31063, -000
Single lever basin mixer 100 LowFlow without waste set
# 31015, -000
Single lever basin mixer 100 LowFlow 2 l/min with
pop-up waste set
# 31016, -000

Metris S
Single lever bath mixer for exposed installation
# 31460, -000

Metris S
Single lever shower mixer for exposed installation
# 31660, -000

Metris S
Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation
wall-mounted with spout 16.5 cm
# 31162, -000

Metris S
Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation
for iBox universal
# 31465, -000

Metris S
Single lever shower mixer for concealed installation
for iBox universal
# 31665, -000

Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation
wall-mounted with spout 22.5 cm (not shown)
# 31163, -000

Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation
with integrated security combination according
to EN1717 for iBox universal
# 31466, -000

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Metris S
Single lever basin mixer with swivel spout
and pop-up waste set
# 31159, -000
Single lever basin mixer 230 with swivel spout
and push-open waste set
# 31161, -000

Basic set for single lever basin mixer for concealed
installation wall-mounted (not shown)
# 13622180

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Finoris
Everyday routines, redefined

At a glance:

Multiple awards
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• Slim, geometric design for a modern bathroom look
• Pull-out function provides great flexibility
• Choose between two different spray types at the touch of
a button
• With the help of the coloured FinishPlus surfaces, you can design
your bathroom in your own style
• ComfortZone technology provides plenty of space between the
sink and the tap for fewer water splashes
• Thanks to the QuickClean technology, you can remove limescale
deposits on the individual flexible silicone spray nozzles with
your fingers
• Thanks to the environmentally friendly EcoSmart technology, you
save water and energy

Mixers

A tap that’s
as flexible as you
No other room in the house needs to deliver on as many different
levels as the bathroom. It’s sometimes a place of morning chaos, at
others a place of retreat. And the more people in the household, the
greater the number of requirements.
Finoris meets everyone’s needs thanks to its minimalist design and
maximum flexibility. And there’s one hidden, groundbreaking
innovation that means it can be used for many different things, from
washing your hair, bathing a baby or even hand-washing your
favourite sweater.

The pull-out tap, which is subtley integrated into the slim
design, gently glides back into its original position after
each use, ready for the next time you need it.
You can tailor the amount of water, the water temperature,
the spray type and the flexible spout position. And with
three finishes to choose from, Finoris blends perfectly into
any bathroom.
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Finoris
Single lever basin mixer 260 for washbowls
with push-open waste set
# 76070, -000, -670, -700

Finoris
Single lever basin mixer 230 with pull-out spray, 2jet
and push-open waste set
# 76063, -000, -670, -700

Finoris
Single lever basin mixer 230 with swivel spout
and push-open waste set
# 76060, -000, -670, -700

Finoris
Single lever basin mixer 110
with pop-up waste set
# 76020, -000, -670, -700

Finoris
Single lever basin mixer 110 CoolStart
with push-open waste set
# 76024, -000, -670, -700

Finoris
Single lever basin mixer 100
with push-open waste set
# 76010, -000, -670, -700

Finoris
Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation
wall-mounted with spout 16.8 cm
# 76051, -000, -670, -700

Finoris
3-hole basin mixer 110 with push-open waste set
# 76033, -000, -670, -700

Single lever basin mixer 110
with push-open waste set
# 76023, -000, -670, -700

Finoris
Pillar tap 100 for cold water without waste set
# 76013, -000, -670, -700

Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation
wall-mounted with spout 22.8 cm (not shown)
# 76050, -000, -670, -700
Basic set for single lever basin mixer for concealed
installation wall-mounted (not shown)
# 13622180
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3-hole basin mixer 160 with push-open waste set
(not shown)
# 76034, -000, -670, -700

Mixers

Finoris
Single lever bath mixer for exposed installation
# 76420, -000, -670, -700

Finoris
4-hole rim mounted bath mixer with sBox
# 76444, -000, -670, -700
Basic set for 4-hole rim mounted bath mixer (not shown)
# 13444180

Finoris
Bath spout
# 76410, -000, -670, -700

Finoris
Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation
for iBox universal
# 76415, -000, -670, -700
Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation
with integrated security combination according
to EN1717 for iBox universal
# 76416, -000, -670, -700

Finoris
Single lever bath mixer floor-standing
# 76445, -000, -670, -700
Basic set for mixers floor-standing (not shown)
# 10452180

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Finoris
Single lever shower mixer for exposed installation
# 76620, -000, -670, -700

Finoris
Single lever shower mixer for concealed installation
for iBox universal
# 76615, -000, -670, -700
Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Vivenis
Water that enchants

At a glance:

Multiple awards
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• The elegant shape of the tap perfectly complements the wide
waterfall flow
• With the help of the coloured FinishPlus surfaces, you can design
your bathroom in your own style
• ComfortZone technology provides plenty of space between the
sink and the tap for fewer water splashes
• AirPower generously mixes air into the water for a soft, splashfree water jet and full shower drops
• Thanks to the environmentally friendly EcoSmart technology, you
save water and energy

Mixers

A velvety soft waterfall,
right in your bathroom
Seeing a waterfall is an experience like no other, and our first instinct
is always to hold out our hand to touch the tumbling water.
What if you could bring a little of that wonder into your own home,
making even washing your hands a small moment of tranquility?
Vivenis creates this moment. It’s so much more than just a tap. With its
elegant design, it becomes a design feature in any bathroom. But the
real magic doesn’t start until the water flows. Our innovative AirPower
technology enriches the water with air and transforms the flow into a
velvety soft waterfall on your skin.
Vivenis with EcoSmart not only delivers moments of tranquility
throughout your day, it also reduces water consumption.
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Vivenis
Single lever basin mixer 250 for washbowls
with pop-up waste set
# 75040, -000, -670, -700
Single lever basin mixer 250 for washbowls
without waste set
# 75042, -000, -670, -700

Vivenis
Pillar tap 80 for cold water without waste set
# 75013, -000, -670, -700

Vivenis
Single lever basin mixer 110 with pop-up waste set
# 75020, -000, -670, -700

Vivenis
Single lever basin mixer 80 with pop-up waste set
# 75010, -000, -670, -700

Single lever basin mixer 110 without waste set
# 75022, -000, -670, -700

Single lever basin mixer 80 without waste set
# 75012, -000, -670, -700

Vivenis
Single lever basin mixer 210 with swivel spout
and pop-up waste set
# 75030, -000, -670, -700
Single lever basin mixer 210 with swivel spout
without waste set
# 75032, -000, -670, -700

Vivenis
3-hole basin mixer 90 with pop-up waste set
# 75033, -000, -670, -700

Vivenis
Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation
wall-mounted with spout 19.2 cm
# 75050, -000, -670, -700
Basic set for single lever basin mixer for concealed
installation wall-mounted (not shown)
# 13622180
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Mixers

Vivenis
Single lever bath mixer for exposed installation
# 75420, -000, -670, -700

Vivenis
4-hole rim mounted bath mixer with sBox
# 75444, -000, -670, -700
Basic set for 4-hole rim mounted bath mixer (not shown)
# 13440180

Vivenis
Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation
for iBox universal
# 75415, -000, -670, -700

Vivenis
Bath spout
# 75410, -000, -670, -700

Vivenis
Single lever bath mixer floor-standing
# 75445, -000, -670, -700
Basic set for mixers floor-standing (not shown)
# 10452180

Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation with
integrated security combination according to EN1717 for
iBox universal
# 75416, -000, -670, -700
Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Vivenis
Single lever shower mixer for exposed installation
# 75620, -000, -670, -700 12.3 l/min

Vivenis
Single lever shower mixer for concealed installation
for iBox universal
# 75615, -000, -670, -700
Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Talis E
Comfort in its most natural form

At a glance:

Multiple awards
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• Slim elegance thanks to the gently tapering shape
• With the help of the coloured FinishPlus surfaces, you can design
your bathroom in your own style
• ComfortZone technology provides plenty of space between the
sink and the tap for fewer water splashes
• AirPower generously mixes air into the water for a soft, splashfree water jet and full shower drops
• Thanks to the QuickClean technology, you can remove limescale
deposits on the individual flexible silicone spray nozzles with
your fingers
• Thanks to the environmentally friendly EcoSmart technology, you
save water and energy

Mixers

Talis E
Single lever basin mixer 240 with pop-up waste set
# 71716, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Talis E
Single lever basin mixer 150 with pop-up waste set
# 71754, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Talis E
Single lever basin mixer 110 with pop-up waste set
# 71710, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Single lever basin mixer 240 without waste set
# 71717, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Single lever basin mixer 150 without waste set
# 71755, -000

Single lever basin mixer 110 with push-open waste set
# 71711, -000
Single lever basin mixer 110 without waste set
# 71712, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990
Single lever basin mixer 110 CoolStart with pop-up
waste set (not shown)
# 71713, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990
Single lever basin mixer 110 CoolStart without waste set
(not shown)
# 71714, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990
Single lever basin mixer 110 LowFlow with pop-up
waste set
# 71715, -000

Talis E
3-hole basin mixer with pop-up waste set
# 71733, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Talis E
Single lever bath mixer for exposed installation
# 71740, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Talis E
Single lever shower mixer for exposed installation
# 71760, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Talis E
Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation
wall-mounted with spout 22.5 cm
# 71734, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Talis E
Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation for
iBox universal
# 71745, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Talis E
Single lever shower mixer for concealed installation for
iBox universal
# 71765, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation
wall-mounted with spout 16.5 cm (not shown)
# 71732, -000

Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation with
integrated security combination according to EN1717 for
iBox universal
# 71474, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Basic set for single lever basin mixer for concealed
installation wall-mounted (not shown)
# 13622180

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Talis S
Here form and function meet

At a glance:
• Slim and graceful design
• With the innovative Select control you can easily regulate the
water flow and switch between spray types
• ComfortZone technology provides plenty of space between the
sink and the tap for fewer water splashes
• AirPower generously mixes air into the water for a soft, splashfree water jet and full shower drops
• Thanks to the QuickClean technology, you can remove limescale
deposits on the individual flexible silicone spray nozzles with
your fingers
• Thanks to the environmentally friendly EcoSmart technology, you
save water and energy
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Mixers

Talis Select S
Basin mixer 190
with pop-up waste set
# 72044, -000

Talis S
Single lever basin mixer 100
with pop-up waste set
# 72020, -000

Basin mixer 190
without waste set
# 72045, -000

Single lever basin mixer 100
without waste set
# 72021, -000

Talis S
Single lever basin mixer 140
with pop-up waste set
# 72113, -000

Single lever basin mixer 100 CoolStart
with pop-up waste set (not shown)
# 72022, -000
Single lever basin mixer 100 CoolStart
without waste set (not shown)
# 72023, -000
Single lever basin mixer 100 LowFlow
with pop-up waste set
# 72024, -000
Single lever basin mixer 100 LowFlow
without waste set
# 72025, -000

Talis S
Single lever basin mixer 210
with swivel spout and pop-up waste set
# 72105, -000

Talis S
Single lever bath mixer
for exposed installation
# 72400, -000

Talis S
Single lever shower mixer
for exposed installation
# 72600, -000

Talis S
Single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation wall-mounted
with spout 22.5 cm
# 72111, -000

Talis S
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation for iBox universal
# 72405, -000

Talis S
Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation for iBox universal
# 72605, -000

Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation
with integrated security combination according
to EN1717 for iBox universal
# 72406, -000

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Basic set for single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation wall-mounted (not shown)
# 13622180

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Focus
With top quality,
comfort and great value

At a glance:
• Coherent design with a clear perspective
• Ergonomic handle for easy operation
• ComfortZone technology provides plenty of space between the
sink and the tap for fewer water splashes
• AirPower generously mixes air into the water for a soft, splashfree water jet and full shower drops
• Thanks to the QuickClean technology, you can remove limescale
deposits on the individual flexible silicone spray nozzles with
your fingers
• Thanks to the environmentally friendly EcoSmart technology, you
save water and energy
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Mixers

Focus
Single lever basin mixer 230
with pop-up waste set
# 31531, -000

Focus
Single lever basin mixer 190
with pop-up waste set
# 31608, -000

Focus
Single lever basin mixer 100
with pop-up waste set
# 31607, -000

Single lever basin mixer 230
without waste set
# 31532, -000

Single lever basin mixer 190
without waste set
# 31518, -000

Single lever basin mixer 100
without waste set
# 31517, -000
Single lever basin mixer 100 LowFlow
with pop-up waste set
# 31603, -000
Single lever basin mixer 100 LowFlow
without waste set
# 31513, -000
Single lever basin mixer 100 CoolStart
with pop-up waste set (not shown)
# 31621, -000

Focus
Single lever basin mixer 240
with swivel spout and pop-up waste set
# 31609, -000

Focus
Single lever bath mixer
for exposed installation
# 31940, -000

Focus
Single lever shower mixer
for exposed installation
# 31960, -000

Focus
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation for iBox universal
# 31945, -000

Focus
Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation
for iBox universal
# 31965, -000

Single lever basin mixer 240
with swivel spout without waste set
# 31519, -000

Focus
Single lever basin mixer
for exposed installation wall-mounted
# 31923, -000

Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation
with integrated security combination according
to EN1717 for iBox universal
# 31946, -000

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Vernis Shape
Elegant corners and edges

At a glance:
• Precise edges create a look that is visually striking
• High quality, stylish aesthetics delivering on both price and
performance
• ComfortZone technology provides plenty of space between the
sink and the tap for fewer water splashes
• AirPower generously mixes air into the water for a soft, splashfree water jet and full shower drops
• Thanks to the environmentally friendly EcoSmart technology, you
save water and energy
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Mixers

Vernis Shape
Single lever basin mixer 190 with pop-up waste set
# 71562, -000, -670

Vernis Shape
Single lever basin mixer 100 with pop-up waste set
# 71561, -000, -670

Single lever basin mixer 190 with metal pop-up waste set
# 71590, -000

Single lever basin mixer 100 with metal pop-up waste set
# 71568, -000

Single lever basin mixer 190 without waste set
# 71591, -000, -670

Single lever basin mixer 100 without waste set
# 71569, -000, -670

Vernis Shape
Single lever basin mixer with swivel spout and pop-up
waste set
# 71564, -000

Single lever basin mixer 100 CoolStart with pop-up
waste set (not shown)
# 71594, -000, -670

Vernis Shape
Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation wallmounted with spout 20.7 cm
# 71578, -000, -670

Vernis Shape
Single lever bath mixer for exposed installation
# 71450, -000, -670

Vernis Shape
Single lever shower mixer for exposed installation
# 71650, -000, -670

Vernis Shape
Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation
for iBox universal
# 71468, -000, -670

Vernis Shape
Single lever shower mixer for concealed installation
for iBox universal
# 71668, -000, -670

Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation with
integrated security combination according to EN1717
for iBox universal
# 71469, -000, -670

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Basic set for single lever basin mixer for concealed
installation wall-mounted (not shown)
# 13622180

Vernis Shape
3-hole basin mixer with pop-up waste set
# 71563, -000, -670

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Vernis Blend
Simple elegance

At a glance:
• With its elegant fittings, it works well with warm materials such as
wood
• High quality and exquisite design at an attractive price
• ComfortZone technology provides plenty of space between the
sink and the tap for fewer water splashes
• AirPower generously mixes air into the water for a soft, splashfree water jet and full shower drops
• Thanks to the environmentally friendly EcoSmart technology, you
save water and energy
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Mixers

Vernis Blend
Single lever basin mixer 190 with pop-up waste set
# 71552, -000, -670

Vernis Blend
Single lever basin mixer 100 with pop-up waste set
# 71551, -000, -670

Single lever basin mixer 190 with metal pop-up waste set
# 71581, -000

Single lever basin mixer 100 with metal pop-up waste set
# 71559, -000

Single lever basin mixer 190 with isolated water
conduction and pop-up waste set (not shown)
# 71572, -000

Single lever basin mixer 100 with isolated water
conduction and pop-up waste set (not shown)
# 71571, -000

Single lever basin mixer 190 without waste set
# 71582, -000, -670

Single lever basin mixer 100 without waste set
# 71580, -000, -670

Vernis Blend
Single lever basin mixer with swivel spout and pop-up
waste set
# 71554, -000

Single lever basin mixer 100 CoolStart with pop-up
waste set (not shown)
# 71585, -000, -670

Vernis Blend
Single lever basin mixer for concealed installation wallmounted with spout 20.7 cm
# 71576, -000, -670

Vernis Blend
Single lever bath mixer for exposed installation
# 71440, -000, -670

Vernis Blend
Single lever shower mixer for exposed installation
# 71640, -000, -670

Vernis Blend
Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation for
iBox universal
# 71466, -000, -670

Vernis Blend
Single lever shower mixer for concealed installation
for iBox universal
# 71667, -000, -670

Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation with
integrated security combination according to EN1717 for
iBox universal
# 71467, -000, -670

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Basic set for single lever basin mixer for concealed
installation wall-mounted (not shown)
# 13622180

Vernis Blend
3-hole basin mixer with pop-up waste set
# 71553, -000, -670

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Logis
Harmonious aesthetics
with a confident design instinct

At a glance:
• The exact lines and rounded edges appeal to both the eye and
hand
• Ergonomic handle for easy operation
• ComfortZone technology provides plenty of space between the
sink and the tap for fewer water splashes
• AirPower generously mixes air into the water for a soft, splashfree water jet and full shower drops
• Thanks to the environmentally friendly EcoSmart technology, you
save water and energy
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Mixers

Logis
Single lever basin mixer 240 Fine
with pop-up waste set
# 71257, -000

Logis
Single lever basin mixer 110 Fine
with pop-up waste set
# 71251, -000

Single lever basin mixer 240 Fine
without waste set
# 71258, -000

Single lever basin mixer 110 Fine
with push-open waste set
# 71252, -000
Single lever basin mixer 110 Fine
without waste set
# 71253, -000

Logis
Single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation Fine wall-mounted
with spout 20.5 cm
# 71256, -000
Basic set for single lever basin mixer
for concealed installation wall-mounted (not shown)
# 13622180

Logis
Single lever bath mixer
for exposed installation
# 71400, -000

Logis
Single lever shower mixer
for exposed installation
# 71600, -000

Logis
Single lever basin mixer 100
with pop-up waste set
# 71100, -000

Logis
Single lever bath mixer
for concealed installation for iBox universal
# 71405, -000

Logis
Single lever shower mixer
for concealed installation for iBox universal
# 71605, -000

Single lever basin mixer 100
with push-open waste set
# 71107, -000

Single lever bath mixer for concealed installation
with integrated security combination according
to EN1717 for iBox universal
# 71407, -000

Single lever shower mixer HighFlow
for concealed installation for iBox universal
# 71607, -000

Logis
Single lever basin mixer 190
with pop-up waste set
# 71090, -000
Single lever basin mixer 190
without waste set
# 71091, -000

Single lever basin mixer 100 CoolStart
with pop-up waste set (not shown)
# 71102, -000

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Basic set iBox universal (not shown)
# 01800180

Single lever basin mixer 100 CoolStart
without waste set (not shown)
# 71103, -000
Single lever basin mixer 100
without waste set
# 71101, -000

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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sBox
Well thought-out technology
for greater ease of use

At a glance:

Multiple awards
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• A more attractive appearance for the bath, thanks to the shower
hose being hidden
• Round or square design to match your bathroom
• More comfort thanks to the generous hose length (145cm)
• More freedom of movement in the bath
• Individual placement on the edge of the bath
• The hose slides in and out easily
• Minimal effort when pulling out the hose
• With the help of the coloured FinishPlus surfaces, you can design
your bathroom in your own style

Mixers

Keeping everything neat
and tidy on the bath
For many people, the bath is an oasis of relaxation in which they
retreat and refuel. The more aesthetically harmonious the environment,
the greater the relaxation. The hansgrohe sBox bath ensures that your
time-out is completely undisturbed.
A shower hose that disappears invisibly into the edge of the bathtub
when you don’t need it is the perfect marriage of convenience and
design. For showering and bathing, just pull it out quickly and easily
(up to a lengthy 145 cm), then allow it to roll up ready for when it’s
next needed.
With the help of the hansgrohe sBox, the hose routing on the tub works
smoothly, never twisting and only leaving the metal rosette of the sBox
bathtub visible from the outside. Depending on your existing bathroom
fittings, you can choose from two attractive rosette designs:
rectangular or oval.

sBox
Finish set square
# 28010, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

sBox
Finish set oval
# 28020, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Rim and tile mounted bath basic set (not shown)
# 13560180

Rim and tile mounted bath basic set (not shown)
# 13560180

Installation plate for tile mounted installation (not shown)
# 28016, -000

Installation plate for tile mounted installation (not shown)
# 28016, -000

Mounting angle set for installation plate for tile mounted
installation (not shown)
# 28021, -000

Mounting angle set for installation plate for tile mounted
installation (not shown)
# 28021, -000

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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XtraStoris
Dream storage for your
dream bathroom
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Design that makes
itself useful
Designing the perfect bathroom takes time and attention to detail.
And after it’s completed, it’s important to maintain that perfect
aesthetic through regular cleaning and maintenance.
But where to store those essential cleaning products without ruining
the overall look?
In order to avoid the practical everyday essentials spoiling the look
of your bathroom, we developed XtraStoris. Finally, a built-in wall
storage solution that looks as good as your bathroom – and gives
you more space to move around. Suddenly, the storage space
problem becomes an attractive solution.
Choosing between the different colours and dimensions, you’ll find
the ideal addition to your existing shower.

At a glance:
• Space-saving storage solution available in numerous finishes and
dimensions to match the hansgrohe range
• Tailor it to the smallest detail, to fit your own storage needs
• Water damage is avoided thanks to the watertight set up and
pre-installed seal
• Variable shelf depth to suit you
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Accessories

XtraStoris Individual
Wall niche Brushed Stainless Steel with design frame
300/300/100
# 56097, -140, -340, -670, -700, -800, -990

XtraStoris Individual
Wall niche Matt Black with design frame 300/300/100
# 56098, -140, -340, -670, -700, -800, -990

XtraStoris Individual
Wall niche Matt White with design frame 300/300/100
# 56099, -140, -340, -670, -700, -800, -990

XtraStoris Original
Wall niche with frame 300/150/100
# 56057, -670, -700, -800

XtraStoris Original
Wall niche with frame 300/300/100
# 56061, -670, -700, -800

XtraStoris Original
Wall niche with frame 300/600/100
# 56064, -670, -700, -800

XtraStoris Minimalistic
Wall niche frameless 300/300/100
# 56073, -670, -700, -800

XtraStoris Rock
Wall niche with tileable door 300/300/100
# 56085, -670, -700, -800

Wall niche frameless 300/300/140 (not shown)
# 56079, -670, -700, -800

Wall niche with tileable door 300/300/140 (not shown)
# 56091, -670, -700, -800

XtraStoris Safe
Wall niche with tileable door and integrated shut-off
valve 150/300/100
# 56100, -800

Available from 02/2022

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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AddStoris
Complete your bathroom

At a glance:

Multiple awards
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• With the help of the coloured FinishPlus surfaces, you can design
your bathroom in your own style
• More functionality and storage space in your bathroom
• Minimalist design that fits perfectly into any modern bathroom
• A design language that blends seamlessly with other fittings from
the hansgrohe range

Accessories

The latest stylish addition to your
hansgrohe bathroom.
Available in six different finishes
It’s a common problem: everything in your bathroom has a home,
neatly stowed away – except those things you use daily, such as your
toothbrush or toothpaste.
So how do you keep these things handy, without disturbing the overall
look of your bathroom retreat?
Our answer? AddStoris. It keep those items you use frequently within
reach while ensuring they stay discreet. With its angular minimalist
design, this line of accessories blends perfectly with the other
hansgrohe fittings in your bathroom.
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AddStoris
Towel hook
# 41742, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Towel hook double
# 41755, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Toothbrush tumbler
# 41749, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Soap dish
# 41746, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Liquid soap dispenser
# 41745, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Toilet brush holder wall-mounted
# 41752, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Bath towel rail
# 41747, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Double bath towel rail
# 41743, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Towel rack with towel holder
# 41751, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Towel holder twin-handle
# 41770, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Towel ring
# 41754, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Corner basket
# 41741, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990
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Accessories

AddStoris
Roll holder with cover
# 41753, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Roll holder without cover
# 41771, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Roll holder with shelf
# 41772, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Spare roll holder
# 41756, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Double roll holder
# 41748, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Pedal Bin
# 41775, -000, -670, -700

AddStoris
Tissue box
# 41774, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Sanitary bag dispenser
# 41773, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Grab bar
# 41744, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

AddStoris
Shower door handle
# 41759, -000, -140, -340, -670, -700, -990

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Logis
Matching design

At a glance:
• More functionality and space in your bathroom
• Design that blends perfectly into any modern bathroom
• A design language that blends seamlessly with other fittings from
the hansgrohe range
• Choose from different finishes, for the perfect fit for your
bathroom
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Accessories

Logis
Liquid soap dispenser
# 40514, -000, -820

Logis
Toothbrush tumbler
# 40518, -000, -820

Logis
Soap dish
# 40515, -000, -820

Logis
Roll holder with cover
# 40523, -000, -820

Logis
Roll holder without cover
# 40526, -000, -820

Logis
Spare roll holder
# 40517, -000, -820

Logis
Toilet brush holder wall-mounted
# 40522, -000, -820

Logis
Towel hook
# 40511, -000, -820

Logis
Towel holder twin-handle
# 40512, -000, -820

Logis
Grab bar
# 40513, -000, -820

Logis
Bath towel rail
# 40516, -000, -820

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Logis Universal
Liquid soap dispenser
# 41714, -000

Logis Universal
Toothbrush tumbler
# 41718, -000

Logis Universal
Soap dish
# 41715, -000

Logis Universal
Towel hook
# 41711, -000

Logis Universal
Towel hook double
# 41725, -000

Logis Universal
Corner basket
# 41710, -000

Logis Universal
Roll holder with cover
# 41723, -000

Logis Universal
Spare roll holder
# 41726, -000

Logis Universal
Double roll holder
# 41717, -000

Logis Universal
Toilet brush holder wall-mounted
# 41722, -000

Logis Universal
Shaving mirror
# 73561, -000
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Accessories

Logis Universal
Towel ring
# 41724, -000

Logis Universal
Grab bar
# 41713, -000

Logis Universal
Bath towel rail
# 41716, -000

Logis Universal
Double bath towel rail
# 41712, -000

Logis Universal
Bath-accessory set 3 in 1
# 41727, -000

Logis Universal
Bath-accessory set 5 in 1
# 41728, -000

Logis Universal
Towel rack with towel holder
# 41720, -000

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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WallStoris
The wall
becomes yours
At a glance:

Multiple awards
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• A flexible, modern storage system with almost infinite
combinations
• Perfect for wet environments: thanks to the integrated drain no
water collects in the containers or racks
• High-quality bars in two lengths (50cm and 70cm) and two
• surfaces (matte black and matte white)
• Choose from numerous different racks, hooks, baskets, shelves or
plant pots
• Accessories that you simply click onto the wall bar and remove
just as easily
• Easy assembly: either with screws or simply stuck to the wall, so
that the bar can be removed later without leaving any residue

Accessories

With almost infinite combinations,
your bathroom becomes
as unique as you are
The tidier the space, the more relaxing it becomes. When all of your
bathroom accessories have a home, the calming effect means you
can focus purely on you.
WallStoris is the flexible storage system that creates this harmony. The
principle is simple yet adaptable: a bar with modular accessories and
an almost infinite number of possible combinations. Just decide on the
bar length and set up the storage space according to your own
needs.
Whether you choose shelves, racks, hooks or even baskets: you can
put the modules together in up to 40,000 different ways.

Installation is simple –
just fix it to the wall
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WallStoris
Wall bar 50 cm
# 27902, -670, -700

WallStoris
Towel hook wide
# 27914, -670, -700

WallStoris
Towel hook slim
# 27929, -670, -700

Available from 04/2022

Available from 04/2022

WallStoris
Storage basket deep
# 27912, -670, -700

WallStoris
Storage basket
# 27913, -670, -700

WallStoris
Cover for storage basket
# 27925, -670, -700

Available from 04/2022

Available from 04/2022

Available from 04/2022

WallStoris
Shelf
# 27915, -670, -700

WallStoris
Tumbler
# 27921, -670, -700

WallStoris
Squeegee
# 27916, -670, -700

Available from 04/2022

Available from 04/2022

Available from 04/2022

Wall bar 70 cm (not shown)
# 27904, -670, -700

Available from 04/2022
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Accessories

WallStoris
Push slider
# 27917, -670, -700

WallStoris
Towel rail
# 27926, -670, -700

Available from 04/2022

Available from 04/2022

WallStoris
Toilet brush holder
# 27927, -670, -700

WallStoris
Toilet paper holder with shelf
# 27928, -670, -700

WallStoris
Toilet bundle
# 27969, -670, -700

Available from 04/2022

Available from 04/2022

Available from 04/2022

WallStoris
Bathtub bundle
# 27966, -670, -700

WallStoris
Shower bundle
# 27967, -670, -700

WallStoris
Bathroom bundle
# 27968, -670, -700

Available from 04/2022

Available from 04/2022

Available from 04/2022

Explanations of the surfaces, technologies and jet types can be found at the end of the brochure. More products can be found at hansgrohe.com
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Kitchen

Where the
secret ingredient
is water
We know you want your kitchen to be full
of happy memories, where you prepare
food to be shared with family and friends.
That’s why we have dedicated our time
and creativity to designing innovations to
help you do that.
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Kitchen

Highlights –
for your kitchen
Aqittura M91 – for the
perfect flow in life
With hansgrohe, you can choose from filtered, cool, mineralised or
sparkling water, all available instantly. We have introduced the
Aqittura M91 with two different tap designs – round and square – as
well as a range of different functions.
A renewed focus on sustainability means many households are now
choosing to reduce plastic wherever possible. Water that no longer
needs to be packaged in bottles and transported to your home
significantly reduces the CO2 footprint. Even the CO2 bottle of the
Aqittura M91 is recyclable, further reducing your household’s
footprint.

Aquno Select M81 –
find your flow
while cooking
A good chef knows that it’s the highest quality ingredients that make
a perfect meal. We believe that begins with food preparation. That’s
why we have developed Aquno Select M81, for gentle food cleaning
in your kitchen.
The unique design of the Aquno Select M81 kitchen tap means water
flows in a new way. The flat SatinFlow stream gently cleans your
food, doesn’t splash and uses less water when you’re washing your
hands. Together with the tailor-made sieve, it perfects your kitchen
workflow.
Multiple awards
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Talis M54 – Where minimalism
meets attention to detail
Make the perfect kitchen the hallmark of your home. Talis M54 is our
flexible design solution for every kitchen shape. Fall in love with the
slim tap body in chrome, stainless steel or matt black, and select the
right fit for your kitchen – whether you have a large island or compact
space with wall units. Its slim silhouette merges with the tap body,
creating an eye-catching addition to your kitchen.
Multiple awards

Zesis M33 –
for a balanced life
Zesis M33 kitchen taps are full of practical details. They can be
swivelled and extended up to 76cm – this long pull-out hose is
designed to suit the way you work. But that’s not all: thanks to the
additional spray, the Zesis M33 with pull-out spray removes dirt from
your ingredients in a flash.

Innovations like sBox
and ComfortZone create
unrivalled efficiency in
the kitchen
The innovative sBox keeps things neat around your sink. The hose
slides smoothly and quietly back into the sBox, which is
inconspicuously installed under the sink. Whether high, swivelling or
extendable – with ComfortZone you have more freedom of movement.

You can find these and other kitchen products at
hansgrohe.com/kitchen
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Spray modes

A unique shower experience
thanks to the soft caress of
micro droplets.

Intense jet of micro-fine
droplets for sensational
showering.

Full shower rain, ideal for
washing hair.

An intense jet of water that
activates and wakes you up.

Intensive shower rain that
refreshes and rejuvenates.

Gentle shower rain with
air-enriched drops.

Large jet envelops your
whole body in soft droplets.

A soft water spray that
caresses the body for that
feel-good sensation.

Focussed jet for a soothing,
feelgood shower.

A strong massage spray
that invigorates and soothes
aching muscles.

Concentrated targeted
massage spray.

The harmonious
combination of gentle
shower drops and dynamic
spray.

Boosts energy after a
challenging day.

A harmonious combination
of soft shower rain and a
dynamic spray.

Full shower rain, ideal for
washing hair.

An intense jet of water that
activates and wakes you up.

Powerful flood jet for
generous coverage.

Generous flow of soft
sprays.

Full shower spray for rinsing
off dirt and shampoo.

For legs and sensitive areas.

A soft spray, ideal for gently
cleaning paws.

Crystal clear and
economical, without added
air. Ideal for quickly filling
large containers, and
preventing splashing.

Ventilated jet thanks to
AirPower technology. Fuller,
lighter and softer droplets
for a truly unique water
spray.

Economical and cleansing.
Also perfect for fast
spraying at the sink.

The soft, flat spray is
splash-free, making it highly
efficient at saving water.

Finishes
When specifying the surface, each order number (#) has 8 digits,
for example 28500, -000 = chrome

-000
Chrome

-090
Brushed Bronze

-140
Brushed bronze

-340
Brushed black
chrome

-400
White Chrome

-450
White

-540
Petrol

-600
Black Chrome

-610
Black

-670
Matt Black

-700
Matt White

-800
Stainless steel

-820
Brushed nickel

-990
polished gold
optic
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-560
Pink

Technologies

Simply regulates the
water flow at the touch
of a button: a convenient
way to turn the shower
on and off or switch be
tween spray modes.

Reduces the flow rate to
save water and energy.
For long-lasting pleasure.

Combines water with a
generous amount of air.
For a soft, splashfree
water spray and rich, full
shower drops.

Wipe limescale deposits
away easily by rubbing
your finger over the
flexible silicone nubs.

Easy and fast cleaning
and maintenance of
surfaces.

Distributes the water
over the large spray
face enveloping the
whole body in drops of
wellbeing.

With the adjustable
shower head, the water
jet can be adjusted
individually.

Fast drainage of shower
to reduce the dripping
time.

With just one hand,
the shower holder can
be freely adjusted in
height at the touch of a
button. For a safe and
comfortable shower
experience.

Easy water control: with
the control dial the water
flow can be adjusted
easily.

Cools through the
controlled flow of cold
water to stop the product
getting hot. For even
safer showe ring.

The bath spout can be
neatly stored underneath
the thermostat when not
in use. A truly aesthetical
solution for safety and
mobility.

Cold water starts to
flow when it is opened
in the basic setting. You
consume hot water only
when you need it.

Defines the useable area
between washstand and
mixer. Something to suit
every customer.

Highest flexibility by pullout function.

Like many motion
detectors, the sensor
reacts to changes in
infrared radiation. As
soon as it detects the
warmth of the hand,
water will flow.

Defines the height, side
clearance and – with
the pull-out function –
the length of the space
around the mixer.

The hose extends quietly
and smoothly from the
base cabinet by up to
76 cm.

The kitchen tap can be
quickly removed from its
holder and lowered so
you can easily open the
window inwards.

Low pressure fitting for
cold water pipe with
boiler/heat storage.

Assembly possible both
with included glue-kit
and screws.

All accessories can be
easily clicked onto the
wall bar and removed
from it.

Variable installation
depth of finish set for an
individual look.

For flush integration into
the adjacent area.

Water damage
protection via water
proof basic set and
preassembled sealing
membrane.

In-floor installation as
design highlight.

Wallbound installation
for comfortable use of
space.

Installation adapted to
the integration between
two walls.

Minimalistic installation
against back and side
walls.

Drain can be cut to
length. For optimal
adaptation to the
installation surrounding.

High capacity drain.

Comfortable cleaning of
the siphon.

You can increase the
amount of water in a
targeted way when
needed.
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Want to find out more? Register online and you’ll always be the
first to know about what’s new from hansgrohe. We look forward
to seeing you!

hansgrohe.com
hansgrohe.com/
register

D is c ove r hans gro h e o nlin e and o n
social media

All products are subject to availability. Availability can be temporarily reduced by
material shortages, interruptions in the supply chain or other events of force majeure.
Please contact us for further details.
Headquarters – Hansgrohe SE · P.O. Box 1145
D-77757 Schiltach · Tel. +49 7836 51-0 · Fax +49 7836 51-1300
info@hansgrohe.com · hansgrohe-int.com
Argentina – Hansgrohe S.A. · Av. del Libertador 14.323
Martínez · B1640APB · Buenos Aires
Tel. +54 11 4733 2400 · Fax +54 11 4733 2499
info@hansgrohe.com.ar · www.hansgrohe.com.ar
Estonia – Hansgrohe Eesti · Mäealuse 2/1 · 12618 Tallinn
Tel. +372 6826829 · info@hansgrohe.ee · www.hansgrohe.ee
India – Hansgrohe India (pvt.) Ltd. · Office Nos. 601 – 604
Sky Station · Viman Nagar · 411 016 Pune · Maharashtra · India
Tel. +91 20 6625 9595 · info@hansgrohe.in
Latvia – Hansgrohe Latvia · Raiņa iela 14 · LV-3913 Iecava
Tel. +371 2 9229029 · info@hansgrohe.lv · www.hansgrohe.lv
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Aquademie & Showerworld
The Water Studio
Get advice from the experts. In the stilwerk in Hamburg and in the
Aquademie in Schiltach, our fittings, showers and installation
technology are available to see in real life scenarios. Many of
them are useable – like in the Showerworld in Schiltach, where the
latest shower products can be tried out. More information can be
found at
hansgrohe.com

